
Food Finer –FF 

 

Background 

Nowadays nearly everyone has a smart phone, providing the ability for a more comfortable 

everyday life. For example with a smart phone you have the opportunity to use the GPS-function 

to find different stores and grosser stores. 

We at Food Finder want to provide the market with an application that can find different 

restaurants and food dispensaries and provide the user with information, like open hours, menu 

lists etc. 

 

Goal 

The goal of the application is to provide everyone that has a smart phone with a guide that helps 

the user to find the nearest three star restaurants or food dispensaries that the user is interested in. 

 

Functionality 

The program shall have these functionalities: 

 A touch screen interactive interface for the user to interact with the system. 

 On a map present the different restaurants and food dispensaries. 

 A search function. 

 Give proposal of different restaurants and food dispensaries subsequent to the user’s 

preferences.  

 Have the ability to filter between the different restaurants and food dispensaries 

subsequent to the user’s preferences. 

 Have the ability to show information about the restaurants or food dispensaries from their 

web page. 

 Hide the different restaurants and food dispensaries that the user has selected to be 

hidden. 

 

Example of user´s preferences can be: show only the four star restaurants in an area of 

1km,show only menu lists that have fish and meet, show only china restaurants etc.  

 

Roles 

Your task is to develop a requirements specification for the Food Finder that we later can 

develop and sell on an open market. Furthermore we are the product owner and will act as 

customer to you. 

 

Group A: 

Axel Forsberg ic08af4 (project manager) 

Simon Johansson ic08sj9 

Emelie Jönsson ic08ej7 

Vahagn Baghomian dt07vb3 

John Wildt et07jw9 (customer coordinator) 

 


